
This key adjusts the truss rod for more neck relief turn 
anticlockwise for less neck relief turn clockwise

This key adjusts the neck position relative to the stings

RECYCLING INSTRUCTIONS
Please take the time to dispose of your equipment properly. 
Product Recycling:
Please do NOT dispose of your Spap Dragon in the household trash. 
Please take the equipment to a electronics recycling centre; OR, return the product 
to the factory for proper disposal.
Battery Recycling:
Please do NOT dispose of used batteries in the household trash. Please take the 
batteries to a retail or community collection point for recycling.

Registration number: WEE/DG2599UZ/PRO 
and therefore fulfil their obligations in accordance with the
Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment Regulations 2006
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Adjustment hex keys and locking tuners

Turn tuner locking screw clockwise 
to lock anticlockwise to unlock string

Make sure there is not more than one turn 
of string on the capstan too many turns may 
allow the string to unwind from the capstan 
when the instrument is folded

Removable scratch protection film

Rear strap hanger 
and jack socket
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To remove back moulding remove the three small screws that hold the back on an 
carefully pull the back off there is a rubber seal that you need to be careful not damage

If pivot need adjustment use a 5mm 
hex key adjust one quarter turn and check 
neck pivot is tight enough not to rock and free 
enough to open and close easily.
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